Customize the illustrated cat in the book to look like your own pet by choosing from numerous cat styles and colors! The cat's name and the names of up to four family members (children or adults) are also included throughout the story and illustrations. See more ideas about cat books, cat names, cats. A Personalized Book with Cattitude Customize the illustrated cat in the book to look like your own pet by choosing from numerous cat styles and colors! The cat's name and the names of up to four family members (children or adults) are also included throughout the story and illustrations. Cat Lover Gifts. Start by marking "If Your Cat Could Talk" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. I've seen some complaints in reviews about the author being pro-outdoors for cats, but it seemed to me that the book discussed the pros and cons of both indoor and outdoor. Beautiful full color pictures of kitties illustrate the points in this book about cat language. Learn how to read your cat's facial and body expressions. I wish the author would've gone into more detail about how we can communicate back to our cats, but overall it was a very good book and I learned some things I hadn't known before. I've seen some complaints in reviews about the author being pro-outdoors. Featured → Magical Realism. If Cats Could Talk, Would they Cry? By Anatoli Scholz. Until one day she wakes up as a cat. Forcing her to break from the routine and shake the surprise, her new reality may end up helping her to understand what it meant to be human in the first place. If Cats Could Talk, Would they Cry? is a delightful read and a moving story about one woman's search for belonging, which happens to come through her unexpected transformation into a cat. At the outset, we're dropped into the predicament of Julie Galles, who wanted a change in perspective, which she gets when she wakes up one morning, in her Paris apartment, as a cat.